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Black Caucus Wants Student Government Elects
More Ethnic Diversity Third President This Year
By Willis Burris
Managing Editor
Ian Reid, president of the Black
Student Caucus at York College, has
made available a comprehensive
preliminary report that graphically
portrays the York College faculty and
administration as overwhelmingly white
and the student population as predominantly black.
This report was compiled by the
Commission on Higher Education of
the Middle States Association of
Colleges and schools. This body is
responsible for the accreditation of
York College.
The report stated that in the fall
of 1986, out of 31 full professors at
York College, 84%. were White, 6%
Black and 10% Asian. In the associate
professor category, out of a total of
51, 88% were White, 8% Black, 2%
Asian and 2% Hispanic.
Assistant professors at York totalled
68. Whites made up 75%, Blacks 15%,
Asians 6% and Hispanics 4%. There
were 29 instructors or lecturers. They
were 48% White, 45% Black and 7%
Hispanic.
According to the report, in the fall
of 1985, the student population was
composed of 11.2% Whites, 63.2%
Blacks, 7.3% Asians, 16.4% Hispanics
and 1.9% Native Americans.
For the fall of 1986, York College
had a total student enrollment of 4,294.
"The present percentage of Blacks at
York is closer to 70%, " said Reid.
"These statistics should be made
available to students."
In the spring of 1987, Reid, then
vice-president of the York College
Student Government, had a difficult

"We need more black teachers," said
Ian Reid.

time securing affirmative action data
from vice-president Lewis Bodi, Yorks
affirmative action officer. The student
government wanted students to know
the ethnic composition of the college's
teaching faculty and administration.
Vice-president Bodi said that he had
given Reid the information that he
was permitted to give him, under the
freedom of information law.
Unsatisfied with the vice-president's
report, Reid pursued the matter. He
took his investigation to CUNY's
affirmative action office where he got
more information that spring. Finally,
last semester, he got the report from
the Commission of Higher Education
of the Middle States of Colleges and
Schools.
"We need more Black teachers in
the classroom," Reid said. "Our Black
students need role models with whom
they can identify. We have had enough
White role models."
A student government petition with
800 signatures , coupled with a "no
black executive officers at York" flyer,
caused president Milton Bassin to issue
a statement in the spring of 1987. He
tried to clarify York College's position
in this situation.
"York College has a strong commitment to affirmative action," said
president Bassin. "And this commitment
will continue."
The president however, pointed out
that his administration was faced with
a number of constraints.
"At York College, 77% of the faculty
is tenured," president Bassin said in
his statement. "Sometimes we are
disappointed, such as when our
continued on Page 7

President Bassin Supports Affirmative
Action.

By Henry Escoto and Rozaan Mohamed
Reporters
Donald Vernon was unanimously
elected on Thursday, February 4 as
the third President of York College's
Student Government in less than a
year. His election followed the graduation of former Acting President Mark
Green and the previous resignation
of Martin Hightower.
Vernon is a Marketing major and
has been a student senator for three
semesters. He is on the Budget
Committee, president of the Coalition
of Progressive Students Association,
and acts as chairman of the Association.
"I am eager to start my job as
president," said Vernon. "There are
many issues that have to be addressed.'"
Vernon said there is a need for more
communication between the administration and Student Government,
and between Student Government and
the student body. He wants to foster
a productive atmosphere.
"There are structural weaknesses
in Student Government that have to
be remedied," remarked Donald Vernon.
"Student Government is not effective
because there isn't a framework for
senators to participate in.
According to Vernon, the YSG system
seems to make it difficult for senators
to put in the two or three hours of
work a week that is necessary. This
problem seems quite severe. Several
senators have difficulty showing up
at all for YSG functions.
Vernon said to remedy the situation
he plans to set up an information desk
so senators can contribute a couple
of hours a week to answer questions
and relay pertinent information.
"Donald Vernon is on top of things,"
said Arleen Schreiner, Coordinator
of Student Activities. "He is putting
together programs that will aid
students."

Donald Vernon, New YSG President.
A couple of things on the top of
Vernon's agenda are lounges in the
library and longer library hours for
night students. To bridge the communications gap between students and
the Student government, Vernon plans
to use the school newspaper as much
as possible to inform students about
the Student Government.
"1 urge all York students to get
involved in school activities," said
Vernon. "We live in a racial climate
and as future leaders we should involve
ourselves in shaping our schools and
communities."
Vernon also plans to have Student
Government meetings in the central
mall so that students can meet their
senators and feel free to voice their
grievances on campus.
"Donald Vernon is the best person
for the job," said Allison Davis,
recording secretary of the Student
Government. "He is experienced and
has good ideas for the Student
Government."
"1 am as steady as a rock," commented
Vernon. "I only want what is best for
York College and will work hard
towards this end."
Only time will tell how rock solid
Donald Vernon and his programs really
are.
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A Plea ForReal Black History
Dear Editor;

Editorial
Board
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does not present itself (in most
educational institutions), prior to
college. Even then, it is offered as
"African-American History." As if it
were separate and apart from American
History. This poses a question. Why
isn't it taught as part of this country's
history? (I happened onto the same
continent, during the same period and
with the same end result of improving
the quality of life in America.)
Finally, I offer these recommendations for fostering a more accurate
image of African-Americans for
themselves and for other ethnic groups
to be made aware of these contributions
to the shaping of this county's history.
First, all history textbooks should be
re-edited to include these events in
American history at the elementary,
junior high and high school level.Second,
it should be a requirement of graduation
at all colleges and universities, no matter
what the student's major, that at least
one course in African-American studies
be successfully completed.
This is offered in the hopes that a
truly well rounded education will bring
about a clearer understanding of the
African-American experience, and as
with other history courses, learning
from the past. Hopefully mankind will
not repeat the same mistakes, but live
up to it's creed:
"We hold these truths to be self
evident, that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their creator
with certain unalienable rights, that
among them are life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness."

For a long time, I have been dismayed
by the accuracy of the history taught
in our schools to students at all levels.
Even in 1988, students, pre-school
through high school, learn little to
nothing of African history or the many
Franklin Duckett
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Photographer
accomplishments and contributions
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by African-Americans to this country's
• F o u n d e d I n 1 8 4 7 • Manager
Louis Thevenot
growth and development. Students are
deprived of America's history as it
Faculty Advisor
Glenn Lewis
actually happened because textbooks
include only portions of this material.
York College . 94-20 Guy R. Brewer
Jamaica, New York . 718-262-2529
This, in turn, means students of
African descent are presented a distorted
portrait of America. A picture painted
as though we had no significant history
prior to the arrival in this country
as slaves and indentured servants in
1619. We are led to believe that we
had little role in the development of
By Lisa Toppin
These more legitimate requirements American civilization other than as
Feature Editor
give students from other CUNY colleges field workers, servants and porters.
In November of 1987, the York an edge over York students. All their
During students' developmental years,
College Committee on Academic diplomas carry more weight because their studies offer little mention of
Standards was unsuccessful in its their schools have higher standards.
the numerous inventions by African
attempt to raise the minimum requireYork College's student Senators have slaves and their descendants. Contriments for graduation with Cum Laude obviously made a decision that is not butions in the sciences, literature,
and Magna Cum Laude honors. York in the best interest of their fellow students politics, education, and aviation are
college still foolishly maintains lower or the institution as a whole.
glanced over.
honors standards than any other four
Explorations and territorial discovAccording to the January 1988 issue
year CUNY College.
eries
by African-American frontiersmen
of Spirit magazine, certain Senators
At present, the minimum Grade Point felt that since there is no standardized are not mentioned. The role of the
Average for graduating Cum Laude formula for generating grades, students Black soldier in battle, dating back
at York is 3.0. Graduation with Magna are at the mercy of professors' whims to the American Revolution, on through
Cum Laude honors requires a 3.4 and varying departmental standards. the War of 1812 and the Civil War,
average. The committee was going to Therefore, all students won't have the are not recognized. Nor is the fact
raise the GPA requirement for Cum same chance of getting the higher GPA's that they have received the CongresLaude to 3.25 and Magna Cum Laude suggested by the committee.
sional Medal of Honor as early as 1864.
honors to 3.5.
The opportunity to learn of the Sincerely,
"We have done studies that show
Unfortunately, student Senators
accomplishments,
contributions and Andrew P. Jackson
shortsightedly voted against the that York has some of the most liberal participation of he African American
Senior
proposal. Their "victory" will eventually CUNY grading practices," protests Ina
Richards,
Chairperson
of
the
Committee
cost top York students a lot more than
the extra work the change would have on Academic Standards.
Dear Editor:
In addition, members of the Com- Dear Editor:
demanded.
As you may know, the Department
I
think
there
should
be
a
student
By maintaining lower standards, mittee on Academic Standards believe
of
Health, Physical Education &
grading
of
professors
printed
in
the
that
York
students
can
legitimately
Senators Rhea Rollins, Katherine Lake,
college
newspaper
to
allow
all
students
Gerontological
Studies and Services
achieve
the
3.25
GPA.
"We
feel
students
Ewart Bertete, John Lee Wing, Willie
to make a clear choice of the professors recently celebrated the successful
are
capable
of
doing
the
work,"
insists
Cobb and Donald Vernon have made
they should take for following opening of the Health Promotion Center
future honors graduates from York Mrs. Richards, also a SEEK counselor. semesters.
located in room 1E09.
The vote on upgrading honors
less viable in the job market.
Throughout my four years at York,
If you have not had the opportunity
How can we explain that Lehman requirements at York has been tabled I've taken classes in which some
to
visit the center as yet, I invite you
College requires a substantially higher for the present. But, there are plans professors were lazy and incompetent,
to
utilize
the free services we are making
not to mention some with more severe
3.40-3.59 GPA for Cum Laude honors to pursue it again in the near future.
available
to all members of the York
and 3.60-3.70 GPA for Magna Cum
When the new vote comes, perhaps problems. The thing that bothers me
community.
In particular you can obtain
Laude? Baruch College asks a solid student senators will have realized that is these professors are tenured and
(by
appointment)
a personal health
3.25 GPA for Cum Laude and a 3.50 York graduates must be on par with there is no way of getting them replaced
risk
profile
which
includes blood
or
retrained.
GPA for magna Cum Laude. Queens other CUNY students. First-class
pressure
screening,
cholesterol,
% body
The
students
suffer
in
the
short
and
College draws the line at 3.50 for Cum colleges don't apply secondrdass
long run. The only way we can make fat and cardiac risk profile at the Center.
Laude and 3.75 for Magna Cum Laude. standards to their honors degrees.
a clear choice is for you to help us
Beginning February 1,1988 the Center
make a better choice.
will be opened as follows (except for
Why are the evaluations given, if school holidays and vacation):
nothing is going to be done to change
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday 12
the problem professors?
noon-6
pm
Dear Editor,
psychology, social work, anthropology,
We are all responsible for the quality
Tuesday 3 pm-9 pm
York College offers the only bac- biology, political science, and sociology. of education at York College—the
calaureate degfee program in GeronThe purpose of the organization is to students, the administration and the Friday 12 noon-3 pm
Saturday 9 am - 1 pm
tological Studies and Services (GSS) provide a forum for the exchange of professors. Until we do what's necessary
Professor David Jordan, Center
within the City University of New York. information and the stimulation of to upgrade the quality of education,
Director, will assist you in benefitting
The GSS major is an interdisciplinary inquiry into issues and concerns absolutely nothing will change.
Students should report the lazy and from the Center's offerings. Call 262program of study which enables students regarding gerontological education and
to develop a theoretical and pragmatic training. Membership is open to all incompetent professors to the admin- 2823 for an appointment or additional
perspective on older adults and the students who wish to further the istration. The administration should information.
Please feel free to call upon my office
aging process.
purposes of the club. For further restructure the tenure contract to allow
investigation of classroom activity.
The York College Gerontology Club information, please contact Teddy Professors should all meet once a if we can be of any further help to
serves a unique and essential function Cardell (club president) or Prof. Darlene month or so and discuss their methods you in achieving optimal health in your
through special student activities: Yee (faculty advisor) at (718) 262-2398 of teaching and how to improve them. lifetime.
Sincerely,
networking amongst students majoring or 2161. Join us now!
Yours truly,
in gerontology with an area of interest Sincerely, Ms. Teddy Cardell
Bryan Procope
Professor Terry Rizzitiello,
in another discipline—health education,
President, Gerontology Club- student
Chairman Health & Physical Education
Willis Burris
Audrey Blakeney
Lisa Toppin

Grades For Honor Degrees
Must Be More Honorable

Grading Profs

Gerontology: A Club For All

Health Help
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Education Department Jeopardizes Future of
Most Guaranteed Student Loan Programs
By Terry Hicks

Reporter
The future of the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program may be in jeopardy.
The Department of Education, under
William Bennet, has tightened the
guidelines for loans and that spells
trouble ahead for manjTCUNY students.
Under the new rules students that
attend colleges with high default rates,
20% or above, shall no longer be eligible
for student loans. Thirteen CUNY
colleges and numerous independent
trade schools have such high rates.
Luckily, York College's default rate
is in the single digits and would not
be immediately effected.
The department has also adopted
rules that would require banks to try
harder to collect defaulted loans. The
new rules and guidelines went into
effect February 1, 1988, and a number
of banks have had their claims rejected.
This puts pressure on banks to cut

back on the number of loans approved.
The commercial money-center banks,
such as Citicorp and Chemical New
York, have all had loan claims rejected
because the new collection procedures
were not followed. Florida Federal
Savings and Loan, the third largest
lender with $684 million outstanding,
is under investigation for filing
fraudulent default claims on student
loans.
This is how the loan program works:
a bank, the lender, gives students a
loan without investigating their credit
or their parents credit history. The
federal government subsidizes the
interest on the loans while the student
is still in school. The banks will probably
sell some of the loans to the Student
Loan Marketing Association, better
known as Sallie Mae. The loans are
then converted to tradeable securities
with adjustable interest rates.
Sallie Mae is a government sponsored

public corporation and its sole purpose
is to provide a secondary market for
student loans. This is similar to the
set up for home mortgages. Sallie Mae
holds $10 billion of the $43 billion
of student loans outstanding.
The loan program provides $10 billion
a year in loans or about half of all
financial aid to college students in this
country. The government only steps
in to buy the loans from the banks
when students default. Then, the
government tries to collect the money
from the student by using an arm of
the Internal Revenue Service.
The Department of Education thinks
that students will default on $1.6 billion
in loans in this year. This is up 20%
from fiscal year 1987.
The state of South Dakota suspended
all new loan operations because the
department wanted them to increase
loan-loss reserves by $250 million. The

federal government wanted to use the
money to cut the budget deficit. All
other states complied with the federal
request.
South Dakota's actions may cause
other states with higher default rates
to pick up the slack. This will cause
more trouble for the loan program
and more pressure on the already
burdened Sallie Mae.
Many student loan officials worry
about the event of other states following
South Dakota's lead. They feel it may
mark the end of the ailing student loan
program. In essence, it would deny
educational access to low-income
students in many public colleges and
trade and vocational schools.
The worst-case scenario would have
poor students locked in the same
economic conditions as their parents.
There would be no chance of upward
mobility via education.

Pandora's Former Ad-Man Students Fight Racial Violence
Lands Newsday Manager Job
were transferred en masse after they
By Mike O'Keefe

By Willis Burris

Managing Editor
Michael George, a former Advertising Manager for Pandora's Box,
landed a key job with the Long Island
based New York Newsday, one of the
ten largest daily newspapers in the
United States.
The Business Administration major,
who graduated last month, was hired
immediately as Manager of Estate
Contract Delivery.
George is responsible for monitoring
and improving circulation of the
newspaper in the greater Queens area.
"We have a daily circulation of
641,000 and 710,000 on Sundays,"
explained the newly appointed manager. "Our present marketing drive
is to increase these figures and make
home delivery as efficient as possible."
George is a member of Newsday's
3000 strong, employee work force.
They are associated with another 10,000
distributors.
While at York, George was a member
of Pandora's Box staff for two and
a half years. During his final year
with the college paper, he trained the
current Advertising Manager Louis

Thevenot, who now also manages the
finances for Pandora's Box.
The 1986-87 academic year saw over
$3,200 in revenue from advertising
sales at Pandora's Box, which Thevenot
is anxious to surpass for 1987-88
George was also involved with the
Marketing Club during his tenure at
York.
Eager to learn, George gained
valuable working experience as a
summer 1987 intern with the New
Jersey based Courier-News. While
there, he assisted with marketing the
newspaper.
"My experience with Pandora's Box,
plus my summer internship, provided
me with a track record that gave me
the edge in the job market," George
commented.
"Students should get involved in
activities while in college — it helps
your record," advised George.
"My immediate goal is to work hard
to reach a higher managerial position
at Newsday."
Although fortunate to find a job
immediately upon graduation, George
tells new graduates to have patience
when job hunting.

(CPS)
Racial tensions on many American
campuses seem to have escalated again
in recent weeks. But some observers
think the incidents that have caused
the tensions are less "overt" and violent
than the headline-grabbing attacks of
the 1986-87 school year.
The worst incident occurred at the
University of Pennsylvania. Five black
students allegedly physically attacked
two Asian students the first week in
October.
Minority students at some schools
have organized in defense. They threaten
retribution if school officials don't move
swiftly to discipline racist behavior.
"If you engage in racist activities,"
warned Tanaquil Jones of the Concerned
Black Students of Columbia, "You're
gonna have to deal with the justice
of the streets."
"The degree to which things are
improving relates to the direct efforts
by blacks and other Third World
students and their allies to smash
racism," said University of IllinoisChicago student Joe Iosbaker, a member
of the Progressive Student Network
(PSN), a leftist national political group.
. "People are now aware of overt
incidents," noted Willie Terry, a City
University of New York/Medgar Evers
College Student. "But subtle racism
still exists. It's a cycle. It goes
underground, then comes up."
On Nov. 1, University of California
at Berkeley black students complained
someone had carved Ku Klux Klan
initials in a classmate's dorm door and
that white students had chased another
black student from a recent football
game.
And at New York's TompkinsCortland Community College, 36
Central American exchange students

were physically and verbally harassed
when 2 foreign students were charged
with sexual assault.
Last year at Michigan—long seen
as a tolerant campus—black students
were threatened by an anonymous note
slipped under a door that declared
an open-hunting season on blacks, and
a student disk jockey raised racial
tensions by cracking anti-black jokes
on a radio program.
In response, anti-racist activists at
Michigan formed the United Coalition
Against Racism (UCAR) to combat
racism on the Ann Arbor campus. "It
was more than one incident," said Marty
Ellington, a Michigan medical student
and member of UCAR. "There were
a series of attacks, altercations, and
name-calling incidents.
The slurs and insensitivities in recent
months have helped swell the membership of minority student defense
groups. Once weakened by apathy,
black student unions at predominantly
white campuses have gained new
members and new energy, organizers
reported.
Now more than ever their efforts
are national. In August, UCAR and
the Concerned Black Students of
Columbia (CBSC) sponsored a national
conference. It was attended by representatives from 18 colleges who wanted
to build an active, aggressive anti-racist
student movement.
"We put students on notice," CBSC's
Jones said.
Asian students at the University of
California-Davis also formed the Asian
Pacific Coalition to confront racism
at that school. It promotes understanding of Chinese, Japanese, Filipino,
Vietnamese and Korean cultures and
assists Asian students in an often hostile
and .confusing environment. , ,
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Survey On Racism Reveals Harmony At York College
between the ages of 17-60.
The racial mix of people surveyed
Feature Editor
reflected the racial balance of the
The Howard Beach incident captured school's population.
the attention of York students as well
The general response to the survey
as the rest of the city. It has sparked implies that students are more aware
a series of random reprisals and fueled of racial tension, but don't see
racial tensions.
significant changes on campus. In fact,
Ordinary street crime, especially all of the people surveyed said they
those involving different races, has had friends of different racial or ethnic
taken on a more sinister aspect. In backgrounds.
varying degrees, racial paranoia has
"I judge people by the content of
touched every sector of the city.
their character, not by the color of
The Jamaica community is no their skin," said a York business major,
exception. On Archer Avenue, just who asked not to be identified.
blocks from York College, black
The picture of racial harmony
teenagers beat up a white teen to avenge became blurred when students were
the black victims of Howard Beach. asked if they felt any one racial or
Incidents such as this have prompted ethnic group at York was treated
Pandora's Box to conduct an informal differently than the rest. By and large,
survey to see the effects of Howard students said they didn't see any
Beach on the racial tenor at York.
favoritism.
This survey doesn't^speak concluA few students said Asian students
sively about the attitudes of every are more encouraged to excel. "Orienstudent or faculty member, but it does tals get to take more credits," a black
provide an indication of the racial student complained.
climate at York. The survey was
Also, some of the foreign students
conducted primarily in the cafeteria. who responded felt American students
It used a random sample of about get preferential treatment. "Natives
25 students and faculty members come first," said a Greek student.
By Lisa Toppin

Students generally agree they are
treated fairly by more than half of
their teachers. The most common
complaints about teachers center
around the ability to speak clearly
and the severity of teachers' demands.
Some black students think the black
teachers are more demanding than
the white teachers.
The majority of the students who
responded don't believe that racial
violence could happen at York. "There
should only be two groups here (at
York) the ones who give education
and the ones who receive it," an older
student said.
A few students didn't think racial
violence was possible at York now,
but they thought it might be possible
in the future. They maintained an
"anything's possible" attitude.
A small number of students felt
that if there were ever any kind of
racial violence, it would involve Greek
Students. "Greek students don't even
allow (other) people into their area,"
a young black student commented.
When the survey was in progress
only one of the defendants in the
howard Beach case was convicted and

sentenced. More than half of the
respondents thought he deserved the
10)30 year sentence. And it was a fair
decision.
"Do the crime, do the time," a
Hispanic student remarked.
There are still some who don't quite
know what to make of the Howard
Beach trial and sentencing.
"Justice, morality and the law are
not always the same consideration,"
Dr. Baum, a professor of English
observed. "It (the decision) pleases
none of-the people in the extremes
of both positions."
A small number of students felt
justice wasn't the point of the
sentencing. The court was just catering
to different groups and trying to find
a solution that most people would
accept.
While the Howard Beach incident
and trial are on everyone's mind, there
is no real trend toward racial violence
at York. Many of the students surveyed
thought the minimal racism which
exists at York is on an individual basis.
And on the whole, "people get along."

Cops & CUNY
Join Forces
The need for increased numbers
ErvirDnmentd Center.
of college educated police officers
and more women and minority officers
was cited recently by Police Commissioner Benjamin Ward and City
University Chancellor Joseph S.
Murphy.
The Police Commissioner described
The oriental art of Tai Chi Chaun
the benefits of student participation
is
practiced every Sunday at lpm at
in the Police Cadet Corps Program
the
Alley Pond Environmental Center.
before an audience of City University
Instructor
Duncan Cooper guides
college presidents, deans of students,
participants
of all experience levels
student government presidents, and
through the gentle exercises and
other leaders. Chancellor Murphy
movements. Tai chi is known to
announced that he would ask each
college to appoint a Cadet corps
strengthen both body and mind through
recruitment coordinator to work with
its form and relaxed tempo.
the Police Department.
Chancellor Murphy (c) with President Bassin (r) and Prof. L. Lewis.
Sessions are held outdoors; dress
The Police Cadet corps was organ-, appropriately. Sessions may be canceled
ized to improve the quality of police
versity's current education partnerships due to poor weather conditions or
service by increasing the number of including the 911 operations.
The
City
University
of
New
York,
with 18 unions, which enroll 4,500 extremely cold conditions.
officers who had a college education,
the
nations's
leading
urban
university,
students a year in 44 programs ranging
Call Alley Pond Environmental
in addition to adding more women
and members of minority groups. It comprises nine senior colleges, seven from basic skills to graduate education. Center (APEC) at (718) 229-4000 for
Chancellor Murphy told educators information.
was developed by the New York City community colleges, one technical
Police Department, the Patrolman's college, a graduate school, a law school, and labor leaders at the conference,
The fee is $4.00 ($3.00 APEC
Benevolent Association and John Jay a medical school, and an affiliated which was sponsored by Brooklyn members). Alley Pond Environmental
College of Criminal Justice of The school of medicine.
More than 183,000 students are College, that he envisioned a worker Center (APEC) is located at 228-06
City University of New York.
education program that "will foster Northern Blvd. in Douglaston, Queens.
Cadet candidates are selected in enrolled in academic programs offered individual opportunity while promoting APEC may be reached by Q-12 bus,
at
campuses
located
throughout
the
their college sophomore year on the
a spirit of class empowerment, and LIRR, or automobile. There is free
basis of academic ability, and interest five boroughs of the city of New York. that will provide intellectual tools so parking. For more information contact
in and fitness for police work. Cadets
that students can discern what ought Kim Estes or Carol Nehr at (718) 229work part-time with the Police
to be changed in the economic structure." 4000 Tuesday-Saturday 9 am - 5 pm
Department while they are in school.
Chancellor Murphy said the Uni- or Sunday 11 am - 4 pm.
They receive financial support for
versity
is seeking state support in
their education and training for a job
with the Police Department at an entryChancellor Joseph S. Murphy addition to federal and private grants worker assessment and advisement
level salary of $28,000. There are announced a major City University to give worker education a firm foothold center will also be created to reach
currently 323 Police Cadets in the of New York labor education initiative in the University structure.
out to working adults who are conprogram.
"to assure labor a full role in society"
Plans include expanding the Center sidering continuing their education.
Speakers included Deputy Inspector in a keynote speech last term at the for Worker Education at City College,
"Public policy, for too long, has
Joseph Leake, the Commander of the inaugural conference of the Graduate and support for faculty research on worked to prevent the procedures of
Police Cadet Corps, and Dr. Joyce Center for Worker Education.
issues relating to unionization, such American wealth from reaping a fair
Brown, Acting Vice Chancellor for
The
innovative
university-wide
as examining the changing structure return on their labor. It is time that
Student Affairs and Special Programs
program,
which
will
be
called
Revof work and the socioeconomic we in this University turned our attention
and Dean for Urban Affairs of The
italizing
Education
for
Workers
through
characteristics
of the workforce and to the task of educating labor in a
City University of New York.
The top CUNY educators were Action, Research, and Development analyzing forecasts of the industrial way that assures labor a full role in
offered a tour of the Police Department, (REWARD), will build on the uni- and occupational structure. A pilot society," said Chancellor Murphy.

Tai Chi Class
Every Sunday

Workers Ed
In The Works
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A Tribute To Black History Month:
People Plan Celebrations All Over Jamaica
By Audrey Blakeney
Editor-in-Chief
On February 12, 1926, Negro History
Week was initiated by Dr. Carter G.
Woodson and later expanded in the
sixties to Black History Month.
Dr. Woodson was a historian and
a dominant figure in the study, writing,
and teaching of Afro-American history.
He was the principal founder and
director of the Association for the Study
of Negro Life and History, which
changed the word "Negro" to "AfroAmerican" in the 1970's.
Woodson believed the creation of
Black History Week exposed the bias
in text books, the prejudice of teachers,
and forced black people in history to
be treated equally. It is through his
efforts that we celebrate Black History
Month in February today. The purpose
of this celebration is to honor great
Black Americans and to reflect on the
road from slavery to freedom.
Black History Month celebrates the
true victory of the human spirit. It
is a time to learn of the richness of
the Black culture and traditions.
Black History Month does not start
or end in February. It is an ongoing
process; a continued struggle for equality
and justice.
It is with pride that we salute all
black Americans for their achievements
and contributions in many fields such
as science, art and literature. In essence,
blacks have helped to shape America.

Here are three lesser known Black
Americans who have pioneered the
way for Blacks today:

Isabella Baumfree: 1797-1883 — or
Sojourner Truth as she was popularly
known—was a preacher, abolitionist
and lecturer. She was born in Ulster
County, New York. She gained her
freedom through the New York State
Emancipation Act of 1827.
Baumfree adopted the name SoujournerTruth — a name she felt God
had given her — and took as her
"mission" in life the task of travelling
across the country and spreading the
truth.
Huge crowds gathered to hear her
speak because of her great powers of
persuasion. She also aided blacks who
had managed to escape to the North.
She helped them to find work and places
to live.
Soujourner Truth's narrative,
published in 1875, recounts her war
experiences, as well as a meeting with
Abraham Lincoln.
Special events honoring Black History
Month will be put on all around York
College and the Jamaica Community.
Here is a sampling of the activities
to be offered:

Dr. Charles Drew, Scientist.
Dr. Charles Drew: 1904-1950,
developed the technique for separating
and preserving blood. This advanced
research in the vital field of blood plasma
helped save countless lives during World
War 11.
Drew was a graduate of Amherst
College in Massachusetts where he
received the Messman Trophy for having
brought the most honor to the school
during his four years there. He was
also the star of the football team. Drew
wrote a dissertation on "banked blood"
while studying at Columbia University.
He became an expert in his field and
was called upon by the British government to set up the first blood bank
in England.
Dr. Martin Luther King
Archie Alexander: 1887-1958 was
an engineer. He was born in Ottumwa,
Iowa. He graduated from the University
of Iowa with a Bachelor of Science
degree in 1912. Alexander founded
his own business, and in the next 11
years completed contracts amounting
At York College, 94-20 Guy R. Brewer
to $4,500,000.
Blvd., Jamaica Avenue Jamaica, New
One of his most satisfying jobs was York. (718)262-2062.
Exhibit: "Civil Rights and the US
the construction of a million-dollar
heating plant using tunnels running Constitution." An illustration of Black
contributions to the origin and evolution
under the Iowa River.

Special Events
Around Queens:

Dr. Carter Woodson, Historian.

Student Government Agenda:
President Reports To Students
Donald Vernon
Student Government President
In an effort to keep the student
body informed as to the actions of
the Student Government and other
matters affecting them, the Student
Government will be placing a press
release in each issue of Pandora's Box.
We truly hope that you will benefit
from this new channel of
communication.
Present Activities:
Finals Before Christmas
Petitions asking for finals before

Christmas have been collected.We now
have more than the 400 signatures
required to get the administration
moving. We would like to encourage
students who have not yet signed to
do so in room 1E01. This would help
to speed up the process.
We have requested from CUNY all
the paper work associated with this
action. When we receive a response
from CUNY, we shall request that
president Bassin implement finals
before Christmas.
Dean of Students Task Force:
This task force was created to

interview the potential candidates for
the vacant Dean of Student Development position.
There were 66 applicants; three
finalists were chosen. Over the
Christmas holiday, we interviewed
all three candidates. We were extremely
impressed with Mr. Vernon Haley,
and hope to see him as our new Dean
of Student Development.
President Bassin informed us that
a decision will be made in the near
future.
Trip To Atlanta:
Students went to Atlanta to attend
the second annual Martin Luther King
celebration. It was sponsored by the
United States Student Association.
It was a non-violent leadership

of the U.S. Constitution. February
19-29 from 1:00 to 8:30 pm in Room
3B04.
Central Library', Queens Borough
Public Library; 89-11 Merrick Blvd.,
Jamaica, New York. (718) 990-0778.
Dance Docu: Drama on the lives
of Dr. Martin Luther Ring Jr., and
Malcolm X. Thursday, February 25,
at 3:30 pm.
Dance: "Stanley Bates Dance Troup:
Artistic Director and Choreographer
Stanley Bates will lead his troupe in
performing a program which includes
the music of Motown. Saturday
February 27, at 3 pm.
Jamaica Arts Center, 161-04 Jamaica
Avenue, Jamaica New York. (718) 6587400.
Blues/Jazz: "Olu Dara & the
Natchezsippi Band." Music from
Missisippi Delta Blues to Jazz. Friday
February 26, at 7:30 pm.
Black Spectrum Theatre, Roy Wilkins
Park of Southern Queens, 119th Avenue
& Merrick Blvd., St. Albans, New York.
(718)723-1800.
Folktales: "Zulu Riddles & Other
African Tales." Wednesday, February
24, at 10 am.
African Poetry Theatre, 176-03
Jamaica Avenue, Jamaica, New York.
(718)523-3312.
Lecture: "African Origin of Civilization." A lecture by Dr. Leonard
Jeffries. Sunday February 28, at 5 pm.
Queens Botanical Gardens, 43-50
Main Street, Flushing, New York. (718)
886-3800.
Festival: "Black Art, Crafts and
Food." Sunday February 28, from 124 pm.
Queens College, Student Union, 4th
floor, (718) 520-7175 or 7177.
Forum: "Media, Ethics and Race
Relations." The role and responsibility
of media.
Moderator: Charlayne Hunter Gault;
The MacNeil/Lehrer News Hour,
WNET-TV; and Carl T. Rowan
Newspaper Columnist, Chicago Sun
Times.
Panel: Roz Abrams, Anchor, 5 pm:
Eyewitness News, WABC-TV; Ani L
Goldman, Religion Writer New York
Times; Les Payne, Asst. Managing
Editor and Columnist, Newsday; and
Gabe Pressman, Reporter and Commentator, Live At Five, 6 and 11 pm.
News 4 New York.
conference in honor or Dr. King. Three
student Senators and four student
leaders attended this conference.
Fighting Against Discrimination:
During December 1987, the student
government held a series of meetings—
a rally to protest the unfair dismissal
of an African-American faculty
member. Due to circumstances, we
believe that it was racially motivated.
After meeting with the chairperson
of the department, the faculty member
was reinstated.
There have been other activities
that might be classified as racist or
anti-student. We plan to deal with
these also.
Until the next issue, work hard and
be aware.
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& Entertainment

Terance Trent D'Arby
Records Hot New Albumn
By Sean White

Music Critic
"Introducing The Hardline According To Terence Trent D'Arby" is the
debut album from pop music's latest
sensation.
In Britain, the album is reported
to have sold a million copies in the
first three days of its release. Considering the tremendous impact he
has had in Britain and Europe, D'Arby
may well be the "next big thing" in
American music.
D'Arby has a tremendous voice that
is carved out of the classic rhythm
and blues mold.The influence of R&B
greats Sam Cooke and Otis Redding
is evident in D'Arby's singing style.
D'Arby's voice, however, seems to
contradict his striking appearance.
His long, braided hair gives the
impression that he is a reggae artist.
But, his slim build and facial features
invite comparison to his contemporaries, Prince and Michael Jackson.
Yet, his music has its own distinct
personality.
The songs on "The Hardline" have
a strong musical foundation to support

D'Arby's voice. Solid R&B and pop
melodies allow the album to flow
smoothly from one song to the next.
D'Arby uses political, religious and
sexual images in the lyrics. He creates
a different atmosphere with each song!
The songs "If You Let Me Stay"
and "Wishing Well" are more commercial, Top Forty types. "If You
All Get To Heaven" and "As Yet
Untitled" express more aggressive and
realistic social attitudes.
On the ballads "Let's Go Forward"
and "Sign Your Name," D'Arby reveals
a much more sensitive side. In an age
of pseudo-intellectual babble and a
rebel-without-a-cause approach to lyric
writing, it is refreshing to hear someone
sing "I don't ask for your money/
I don't ask for your honey/ All I want
is love."
A stunning rendition of the Smokey
Robinson and the Miracles' song
"Who's Lovin' You" closes the album.
On "Introducing The Hardline"
Terence Trent D'Arby proves that
he is an important young artist. We
should expect more great things from
him in the future.

Broadcast News" Sweeps Ratings

Brooks, Hunter and Hurt of "Broadcast News."
By Lisa Toppin

Dominican Club Carnivale
Marks Latin Independence Day
88 academic year very actively with
a series of social and informative
The Dominican Cultural Club, programs.
"I'm very impressed with the many
during the week of February 22 will
be celebrating the Dominican Repub- cultural and social activities that the
lic's Independence Day at York College. Dominican Club is sponsoring this
A wide range of cultural and social academic year," said Professor Daisy
activities will take place during this Defilppis, faculty advisor to the club.
The activities have ranged from a series
week.
The celebration will begin February of faculty lectures to a lecture by the
22 with the presentation of a Dominican Dominican poet laureate Manuel Del
folkloric dance group, who will perform Cabral. The lectures were on topics
typical dances of the Dominican like "Sexuality and You," "Cultural
Differences in Latin America," and
Republic.
On February 23, a slide show an "Introduction to Dominican
presentation of current conditions Literature in Exile."
in the Dominican Republic will be
"The Dominican Club is coming
shown. The slides to be viewed are into its own," added Professor
the work of a sociological study done Defilippis. "It's finally a cultural club.
by a Dominican graduate student, It's not just representative of a few
with the help of York student Victor very dedicated students. It is the
Jimenez.
expression of the commitment and
On February 26, to culminate this enthusiasm of the Dominican, York
historic week, a party featuring a live College student body."
Dominican band, "Los Bravos Bra"I see more harmony, more cohevisimos," will be held at the " J " siveness and more emphasis on
building. This Dominican band is very preserving our roots and culture,"
popular around Latin clubs in New said Omar Felix, a club member.
York City and has several records
"The club needs more union because
on the market, a few of which are of apathy and friction. But, although
often heard on Spanish radio stations. I am not Dominican, it gives me
February 27 in the Dominican pleasure to participate as a member
Republic marks the end of 22 years of the club," said Wilda Rodriguez,
of Haitian domination on the Island another club member.
of Santo Domingo. Although this
The Dominican Club has managed
wasn't the first time independence to awaken some interest in a few
was attempted, it was the first time Dominican and Hispanic students.
when all political forces, led by patriots More are involved than ever in
Duarte, Sanchez and Mella, came recognizing, preserving, and identifying
together to defeat tyranny on the island. themselves as Hispanics or DominDuring Independence Week, the icans. Yet, there are many who are
Dominican Republic enjoys week-long not involved. To them we send this
festivities with colorful parades and message: our cultural and ethnic
carnivals. The Dominican Cultural identity depends on you too.
Club will use this week to bring together
Through their cultural activities
all Hispanic and non-Hispanic York the Dominican Club hopes to bring
students. We want to commemorate, you a piece of our culture and our
celebrate, and keep alive the cultural socio-political attitude. As president
heritage of Dominicans in Newof the club, 1 hope to encourage the
York.The activities occurring that week Hispanic community to come and join
are just part of a series of activities us in celebrating Independence Day.
that the club has embarked upon.
For further information about our
Unlike previous years, the Domin- activities, please contact the Student
ican Cultural Club started the 1987- Activities Office (Room 1E01).
Henry Escoto
Reporter

JUNIORS AND SENIORS

RING DAY RING DAY
is a gifted, insightful newswriter and
Mon. Feb. 22nd
reporter. But, because his face doesn't
Tues. Feb. 23rd
"test well" demographically, network
llam-4pm
executives won't give him the anchor
$30.00 Deposit
position he deserves.
Order Early Save Money
Jane is in love with both Tom and
Prices Going Up Soon
Aaron, but she love's them for different
Outside Cafeteria
reasons. She's attracted to Tom
primarily because he's sexy and he's
a "nice" guy.
Aaron appeals to Jane's maternal
side. His neediness and their close
NOW HIRING. M/F
friendship slowly develops into a
romantic relationship.
Summer & Career OpporWhether it's going to be Tom and tunities (Will Train). Excellent
Jane or Aaron and Jane doesn't really
pay plus world travel.
matter. The audience comes to care
Hawaii,
Bahamas, Caribfor each of them as individuals.
bean,
etc.
CALL NOW:
The three of them together are at
once funny, poignant and wonderfully
206-736-0775 Ext.

Feature Editor
"Broadcast News" is one of this year's
best movies. Holly Hunter, William
Hurt, and Albert Brooks play the part
of newspeople caught up in their work
and in a romantic triangle.
Holly Hunter is Jane Craig, a talented
news producer. She's involved with
two men: Tom Grunick, played by
William Hurt, and Aaron Altman,
(Albert Brooks).
Tom Grunick is handsome, well
spoken, and a good salesman. In other
words, "perfect" anchorman material.
He even lands ajob with a major network
news bureau. Tom only has one problem
—he usually doesn't understand the
news he's reading.
Aaron Altman, on the- other hand, - human. • • • • .

CRUISE SHIPS

DO VOU WANT
TO BE A
PHOTOJOURNALISM
JOIN
PANDORA'S BOX.
WE GIVE VOU
HANDS ON
TRAINING!
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Black Caucus

Bodi's office recently for an update said Reid.
on affirmative action statistics. The
To change this situation, Ian Reid
advertising and recruitment efforts vice-president was quick to respond. has suggested that the committee should
through minority organizations fail Of 14 new faculty appointments in be comprised of seven department
to produce sufficient applicants, or 1987, 50% were Black, 29% White, chairpersons, the president's appointee
when we offer the job to a minority 14% Hispanic and 7% Asian.
and that the other seven positions should
person who is attracted by another
The Black Student Caucus president be reserved for minorities.
offer."
has called for a restructuring of the
The issue of affirmative action has
The president said an ethnic trans- Personnel and Budget Committee, which been brought into the news. We at
formation would come mainly through is responsible for promotion and Pandora's Box shall keep our readers
the composition of new appointees. tenureship at York College.
posted on developments in this area.
Reid also argued York College was
The present 15 member committee
in a Black community and that most consists of twelve department chairof the faculty resided outside of the persons, one chief librarian, the dean
ge Break
community.
of student development and ViceC O P Y C^EISITER
"They make little or no direct president Bodi, who was appointed
89-02165th STREET Jamaica Colosseum
economic or social contribution to the by president Bassin. Of these members
(718)523-1391 (lower level)
Jamaica community or even the college twelve are White and three are Black.
Hours: 11 am-7pm, Mon.-Sat.
community," said Reid. "There should Before the appointment of Dean Ester
Resumes School Supplies
be more involvement of the admin- Clarke, there were only two blacks
Typing
Services Photo Copies 100
Reid
pointed
out.
stration, faculty and staff in student
10% Discount for York College
and community activities."
"We believe this ratio is the reason
Students with I.D.
Pandora's Box visited vice-president why so few Blacks have been promoted,"
continued from page 1

ACCOUNTING SOCIETY SPONSORS
(VITA) Volunteer Income Assistance

Every Saturday
10 am - 4 pm
York College
Center Mall
Academic Core
For more information contact:

Accounting Society Prof. Ruiz
718-262-2500
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CARQUEST TJ AUTO PARTS
150-04 Liberty Avenue/Jamaica, New York 11433/(718) 739-3411

Monday-Saturday: 8:00 am-6:00 pm
Sunday: 10:00 am-3:00 pm

SHOW YOUR EMPLOYEE ID CARD AT
TJ/CARQUEST AUTO PARTS FOR ROCK BOTTOM
PRICES ON ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS
Thank You WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS
Right Parts Right Price Right Advice
,

CARQUEST/TJ Auto Parts
150-04 Liberty Avenue, Jamaica, New York/718-739-3411
Monday-Saturday: 8:00 am-6:00 pm
Sunday: 10:00 am-3:00 pm
Discounts for York College Faculty, Staff, and Students.
Come to TJ/Carquest Auto Parts for ROCK BOTTOM PRICES
ON ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS.
We Want Your Business
Right Parts Right Price Right Advice

Earn $50-$100 per day
marketing credit cards to students
on your campus.
Work full time or part time.
Please call 1-800-932-0528

S M SKILLS SEMf^RS
DAY SESSIONS
Tuesday 1:00 p.m. Room 1 GO3
(Conference Room)
I. Feb. 23 and April 12
Study Techniques, Note Taking
II. March 2 and April 19
Preparing for Exams
III. March 8 and April 26
Researching, Writing Term Papers
EVENING SESSIONS
Monday, 5:00 p.m. Room 1GO3

R

COLl IMB1A l'K'n IRES Present* A Forty Acres And A Mule Kilmworks I n d u c t i o n A Spike U f Joint "SCHOOL I ' V I
IARRY KISHBURNE GIANCARLO ESI>OSITO T1SHA CAMPBELL KYMK JOESENECA ART EVANS K1J.EN HOLLY
andOSSIE DAVIS as COACH OIX)M Casting ROB1 REED Choreography OTIS SA1JJD I>roduct ion Design WYNN THOMAS
_
Original Music Score B I U . U i E Editor BARRY AIJCXANDER BROWN Photographed By ERNEST DICKERSON
Executive I*roducer GRACE BI.AKE Co Producers LORKTHAC. JONES and MONTY ROSS
v.:'S"":i:'~"r:"'J":u"'»:"!!";*:;:::,. Produced, Written and Directed BySPIKE LEE
Da!""---!'

NOW PLAYING AT A SELECT THEATRE NEAR YOU.

I. March 14 and April 11
Study Techniques, Note Taking
II. March 21 and April 18
Preparing for Exams
III. March 28 and April 25
Researching, Writing Term Papers
EVERYONE IS WELCOME
For further information, contact:
PEARL ROSENBERG
Div. for Student Development/
Counseling
Room 1 GO2B/Phone: (718) 262-2283
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English
The English Proficiency Examination, a graduation requirement for
York students, will be offered on
Tuesday March 22, this term, according
to Prof. Alan Cooper, Chairman of
the English Department. The exam
will be given twice, once during the
club hours, 12:00-2:00 pm and again
in the evening from 6:00-8:00 in room
3D01.
Professor Cooper emphasized that
all York students, except those who
entered the college before September
1975, must take the exam after they
have passed English 120 or 121 or
equivalent. This includes transfer
students. Each semester a few students
fail to graduate because they have
not passed the Proficiency.
The two hour exam requires students
to write an essay which will be judged
for organization, clarity and correct
usage. If students have any questions
about the exam or their eligibility
they should inquire at the English
Department Room 2A16.

Essay Competition
Prize - $5,000.00
Deadline-March 1,1988
Call - (212) 697-3232
Scholarship
The Judith Ann Scholarship offers
a $5000 grant. The Herbert H. Lehman
Fellowship supports four years of
graduate study.
The Belle Zeller Scholarship Trust
Fund awards $1000 per year.
These and dozens of other scholarships and fellowships are available
to York College students.
To obtain additional information
come to the Division for Student
Development / Counseling, room
1G02, and scan the Scholarships,
Fellowships & Grants Bulletin Board
in the 1G corridor.

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a
Mach 2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could
do it by the time you're 23. But it takes a special
commitment on your part We
demand leaders at all levels.
We teach you to be one. If you're
a freshman or sophomore, ask about our undergraduate officer commissioning programs. If you're a
junior, check out our graduate programs. Starting
salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And
you can count on going farther.. .fester.
Were looking for a few good men.

Go farther,
faster.

0*0

Part Time Opportunities
RPS, Roadway Package System, Inc., the small package subsidiary
of Roadway Services, Inc., has immediate openings for Package
Handlers on the 5-10 pm and 1 am to 6 am shifts.
As a leader in the transportation industry, you will receive the
excellent starting salary of $7.50 per hour, plus $1.00 per hour
tuition assistance after 30 days for students working the A.M. shift.
And $7.00 per hour plus $1.00 per hour tuition assistance on the
P.M. shift.
These positions are in a non-union environment and do not require
dues or initiation fees. In addition, if you are unable to work every
day, we will consider fewer days providing your schedule is consistent,
and will offer transportation to groups expressing a need.
Roadway Package System, Inc., also employs students as part
time supervisors, quality control, and data entry persons. If you
are interested in progressing to a full time position following graduation,
or just offsetting your college expenses today, please call:

Roadway Package System, Inc.
300 Maspeth Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211
Regional Office 718-388-9604
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

THE EYE CARE PROFESSIONALS
OF QUEENS

Jamaica Book Store
146-16 Jamaica Avenue
Jamaica, NY 11435
(718)658-2500

10% OFF
ALL YORK TEXTS, STUDY GUIDES,
SOFTWARE, CASSETTE TAPES,
SCHAUMS, BARRONS, ARCO.

JACKSON HTS.
781-639-2300
74-11 37th Ave.

FLUSHING
718-263-0246
68-09 Main St.

JAMAICA
718-739-2020
92-11 Guy R. Brewer Blvd

Board Certified Medical Doctors/
Ophthalmologists
Board Certified Eye Surgeon

• Eye Examinations
• Consultations
. Cataract & Implant Surgery
• Laser Surgery in Office
• Glaucoma Treatment
• Diabetic Diseases
• Ultrasound in Office
• Eye Infections
• Free Glaucoma & Cataract screening
w/ exam

• Eyeglasses by N. Y.S. Licensed Optician
Best Prices—Best Quality Work

SPECIALS
Select group of top quality designer
eyewear

24.99
49.99

Complete Distance or
Reading Glasses
Complete for Bifocal*

Exams by Appointment Mon.-Fri.

Free Parking. All Credit Cards Accepted.

Medicare, Medicaid, GHI, Travelers,
Wrap Around Plus, Metro Empire &
other Insurances Accepted.

Includes frame & lenses within
normal ranges
With This Ad

